
How important is your 
WiFi?

 

innovations will satisfy your guests, 
help to improve loyalty, and will 
generate revenue.” 

Jeff Rhode, Liveport Australia
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In today’s mobile first world, and 
because we all travel with multiple 
devices, the requirements for guests 
are more demanding. 

To provide the quality of service that 
guests have come to expect relies 
on having both the correct 
management tools and the right 
infrastructure in place. 

Additionally, many devices such as 
laptops and tablets only use WiFi for 
their means of connectivity. This 
coupled with the guest’s need to 
remain connected has made WiFi one 
of the most important factors when 
choosing where to stay. 

Wi-Fi enables so much 
more!

MyLiveport , the cloud-based
platform at the heart of our solution,
has many features that help hotels
to provide the best possible WiFi
service. It enables you to understand
your customers better, and has rich
customer engagement tools that
allow you to promote products 
and services. 

The API and our ability to integrate with 
Business Intelligence Systems, PMS, and 
other hospitality platforms means that 
the WiFi is just the beginning. By 
combining the data we collect via the 
WiFi with your other systems really 
opens the door to a new world of 
possibilities.

Loyalty deserves 
something extra
MyLiveport is a Cloud Authentication 
specialist. No matter who provides your 

HSIA, we can take it to the next 
level. MyCloud allows your loyal 
guests to roam across all of your 
locations instantly connecting to 
the WiFi without ever having to 
login again. Guests are treated like 
individuals, not strangers, plus 
they receive a service and internet 
access package tailored to them.

All of the MyLiveport features are 
designed to help you to improve your 
guest’s experience, increase
satisfaction, and to generate
additional revenue. Our tools give 
you full control over every aspect of 
the service and simplify the 
management of your wireless 
network.

• Easy login - email, social media,
one-click
• Options for Auto Connect - No
login screen, connect just like at
home
• WiFi packages - you can set
access to be free or paid and set
limits on time and bandwidth
• Data collection - see useful user
and network reports. Export user

contact email addresses
• API - Connect to other platforms
and share data to enable a
better and personalised digital
experience for guests
• Conference Management -
tools to quickly and easily apply
conference settings
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